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Abstract

Esttmatfng a uxtge equatfon, account must be taken of the jact that ruages ojnon-i,iorkers are not observed. For thts purpose, Heckman (1979) fntroduced
the sample seLectfon modeL, consiating of troo equatíons: A(Línear) arage
equatfon, explafning the potenttal Zog t,iage rate of every índívídual,
incZudfng non-morkers, and a bfnary choice equatton, indícatíng ~uhether or
not someone fs employed and the axige fa observed. TradíttonaL ML-eatfmatfon
requfres a parametric specfftcatfon of the dtstributfon of the error terms,
such as bivarfate normaZíty. Recently, a number of aemt-parametric
estfmators have been developed mhích onZy requfre fndependence of the errors
from the regressora ín both equations. We conatder three types o1 them:
Semt-nonparametrtc Maxfmum Zikelíhood, ín mhich the parametera of interest
and the densíty oJ the errors are eatimated afmuLtaneouaZy; 1}uo atage
estfmators, generalizing the traditfonal Heckman ttoo step eatimator, míth
semf-parametric estfmates o~ the bfnary chotce equatfon and a noriparametrfc
correctton term added to the axige equatfon; and singZe-equatton estimators,
neglecting irlJormation on non-raorkers. The estimators conaídered are
asymptotícaZly normal, and aZZom Jor fnference. We preaent reaulta ,~or a
sample of Dutch jemales and compare ~ith parametric !(L-estimatea.
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providing the data. The views expressed i n this paper do not necessarilyreflect the policies of the CBS. Financial support by the Netherlands
Organisation of Scientific Research (NWO) and the Royal Netherlands Academyof Arts and Sciences (KNAW) is gratefully acknowledged by the first and
second author, respectively. We are grateful for valuable commenta to ArieKapteyn and seminar participants at CORE, (ironingen University, Tilburg
University, and the Free University of Amsterdam.



1. Introduction

Heckman (19~9) introduced what i s now considered the prototype selection
model. Amemiye (1985) refers to this model as the type II Tobit model:

yli- xi~14 Eli

r
y21- x2i~2} E2i

yli- I{Y11~0}

y2i- yliY2i

(Eli'E2i)'~xi ~ N(~.F).
2

F - ~Ql 0121
2 J012 c2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Here I{A} denotes the indicator function: I{p}-1 if A is true; I{A}-0 if
it is not. The observed variables are y, y and x- x' x'li 21 1( li' 21)~' The most
common example is modelling wage rates, accounting for the fact that not
everybody has a paid job, and therefore not all wage rates are observed. yli
then denotes a dummy variable indicating whether (yli-1) or not (yli-0)
person i has a paid job, y2i is the wage rate someone receives if he or she
is employed, and is only observed (and denoted by y2i) if yli-1. Equation
(2) is the wage equation, containing the parameters of interest S2. Equation
(1) can be interpreted as a reduced form participation equation (the wage
rate is not included among the regressors), and pl can be seen as a vector
of nuisance parameters. The reduced form nature of (1) is the reason for
including all the regressors from (2) in (1) also, although this is not
important for any of the estimators to be discussed. In principle, it is
conceivable that x2i-xi (and no reatrictions on ~2 are imposed). In that
case however, identification hinges on the assumptions that the systematic
part of (2) is linear and that the errors are normally distributed. This may
lead to less plausible outcomes from en economic point of view.

The selectivity problem is apparent: We are interested in the population
distribution of yZi (conditíonal on xi), but only observe yZi for some
subsample of the random sample from the whole population, say N1
observations out of the total sample of N. Ordinary least squares on the N1
observations in this subsample will generally lead to inconsistent estimates
of g2, unless the errors eli and e21 are independent.
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Two estimators for p2 and ~1 (and E) are common. Ftrll information
(Conditional) Maximum Likelihood (ML) yields asymptotically efficient
estimates if the model specification (including ( 5)) is correct. M
alternative i s Heckman's two stage method, based upon the following
expression for the conditional expectation:

E(yZi~yli-1, xi} - xzip2 ' a12~a1 ~(xi~l~al). (6)

where

a(z)-E{eli~al~Eli~a1)-z} - P(z)I~(z). (7)

Here p and ~ are the standard normal density and distribution function,
respectively. The two step method now consists of first estimating (1) by ML
(a probit equation). Then the estimate (pl,vl) of (pl'al) (with appropriate
normalisation, such as a1-1) is used to construct an additional regressor ~,
with ~1-~(xisl~al)' end s2 and a12~a1 are estimated by OLS of y on x end2i 2i~1, using only those i with y~i-1. The OLS results can be used to test
a12-U. il' a12~0. OL.S standurd errors as computed in the standard way, are
inconsistent, but consistent estimates can be obtained using, for example,
Newey (1984).

If observations with y1i-0 are discarded from the start, the model can
still be estimated, using the non-linearity of a: Non-linear least squares
on (6) yields consistent estimates of gl and g2 (with normalisation a1-1).
This estimator will obviously be less efficient than the formec two. In
particular, the coefficients of the regressors that appear in xZi~2 es well
as xipl are only identified because of the non-linearity of ~, suggesting
that, in practice, their estimates may be very imprecise.

The three estimators for ~B1 and ~B2 described above atrongly rely on the
distributional assumptions (5). In general, if eli end e2i are not
independent, neither of the estimators is consistent if (eli,e2i) is
nonnormal or heteroskedastic. This first implies that it ís necessary to
test the assumptions in (5). Second, if these tests lead to rejection of the
model, it becomes worthwile to consider eatimators for gi and p2 which
remain consistent under less atringent assumptions than (5). Recently, a
number of such estimators have been developed.

The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of exiating estimatora,
and, most of all, to compare their performance in a practical example.
Considering features such as computational tractability, tests of underlying



assumptions, the problem of choosing amoothneas paremeters, the economic
plausibility and accuracy of the parameter estimates of interest, we try to
establish which of the estimators are most valuable in practice. We eatimate
the selectivity model conaiating of a wagg equation and a participation
equation, uaing a crosa-section of 1979 married fesalea, drawn in the
Netherlends in 1987. 832 of these have a paid job and an observed wage rate.
The data are briefly deacribed in section 2.

The estimators we consider can be divided into four typea. First, (5)
and parametric generalisations of (5) can be eatimated by ML. For example,
some paremetric form of heteroskedasticity can be allowed for. We shall
discuss the results For some paremetric models in section 3.

If the family of distributions allowed for is infinite dimensional, ML
is generally no longer feasible. However, estimators are available which
remain consistent for an,y continuous distribution of the errore, as long as
these are independent of xi. Uaing appropriate seriea approximations, any
error density can be approximated by a flenaity in aome finite dimensional
subset of the densities allowed for. If the size of this subset grows with
the number of observations, a consistent estímator is obtained. This idea is
used by Gallant and Nychka (1987) to construct what they call a semi-
nonparametric maxímum likelihood estimator (SNPML). The selectivity model is
one of their examples, and we apply their approach in aection 4.

Other semi-paremetric estimators based on independence between (Eli'E2i)
and xi but not requiring normality, generalize Heckman's two atep procedure.
The main point is that (6) remains valid, if the inverse Mill's ratio
a(xipl~al) is replaced by p(xipl~al), where N is an unknown function. The
first step consists of estimating the participation equation non- or
semiparametrically. In the second step these estimates are substituted in
(6], and (6) is estimated, with a replaced by the unknown function K. In
sectíon 5, we consider the approach by Newey (1991), approximating u using
polynomiels, and the estimator developed by Ahn and Powell (199z), which
gets rid of the unknown u by considering differences of observations with
similar xigl. Finally, we consider a generalized method of moments (GI~A!)
type estimator of Newey (1991), which builds on the Newey two step estimator
and thua actuslly is e three step estimator. Thia estimator achieves the
semi-parametric efficiency bound for the generalized selection model under
consideration.

In section 6, we consider an estimator inspired by the third estimator
for the prototype model, discarding observations with yli-0: Ichimura and
Lee (1991) develop an estimator based upon (6), with a replaced by an



unknown function H. The idea is to replace v12~vlx(xisl~vl), for given S1~Q1and p2, by some Kernel estimate, and then apply non-linear leest aquares to
estimate pl~al and p2 simultaneously. Section 7 contains some conclusions.

2. Data

We use the October 198~ wave of the Socio-Economic Panel (SEP), drawn by
the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistica. The original data set consists
of about 10,000 individuals of age 16 end older. We focus on married females
of between 20 and 55 years of age (2560 observations). Labour supply of the
husband is assumed to be exogenous, and we exclude femalea whose husband
works less than 20 hours per week. 2044 observations are retained. After
excluding observations with missing information on one or more variables,
our final data set consists of 1979 married females. 42X of these are
employed.

Definitions and measurement units of the variablea used in the analysis
are presented in table 1. The endogenous variables are a dummy variable DEF
indicating whether (DEF-1) or not (DEF-O) the female is employed, and the
female's before tax wage rate WBF, computed from after tax earníngs and
houra worked.l) Explanatory variablea in the wage equation are functions
of the female's education level (EDLF) end age (AGEF), corresponding to the
standard human capital model. In the participation equation, we alao include
some variables pertaining to family compoaition (DCH6 and NCH), the
husband's number of hours worked (HH), and after tax femily income (OI)
excluding the female's earnings or personal benefita, and excluding any
earnings of children. OI mainly consists of the huaband's earninga, asaet
income, and child benefits. Some sample statistics are presented in tables 2
ana 3.

Identifícation of some of the semi-parametric models diacuased below
requires that the participation equation contains (with non-zero
ccefficient) at least one explanatory variable with a continuous
distribution. The education level takes on one out of only five values. Age
is measured in yeara, and is always an integer number. The seme is the case
for the husband's working hours per week. Thus the only continuous
explanatory variable in the model is other femily income.



Table 1: Variable Definitions
DEF: dummy variable; DEF-1 if female is employed; DEF-O otherwise;
EDLF: education level female, ranging from 1(primary school) to 5

(university level);
AGEF: age female (in years);
NCH: number of children younger than 18 living with the family;
DCH6: DCH6-1 if there is at least one child younger than 6; DCH6-0

otherwise;
OI: after tax family income excluding female's earnings and benefits and

earnings of children (Dfl per week);
HH: husband's number of working hours per week;
WBF: female's before tax wage rate (Dfl per hour worked).

Table 2: Univariate sample statistics
Variable Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Mean Mean

workers nonworkers
DEF 0.42 0.49 0 1
EDLF 2.42 0.95 1 5 2.64 2.26
AGEF 35.60 8.66 20 55 33.74 36.95
NCH i.26 i.io 0 6 0.89 i.53
DcH6 0.33 0.47 0 1 0.20 0.42
oI 687.03 269.71 3i9 3053 667.77 7oi.oi
Hx 41.47 7.19 2o SO 40.92 41.86
wsF 9.03 5.87 163.39 18.54

Explanation: Standard deviation, minimum and maximum refer to whole sample
(1979 obaervations), except for WBF, for which they refer to workers only
(832 observations).

Table 3: Pearson Correlation Coefficients
DEF EDLF AGEF NCH DCH6 OI HH

DEF
EDLF 0.20145
AGEF -o.i8317 -0.11697
NCH -0.28927 0.04491 -0.03872
DCH6 -0.23706 0.09628 -0.38141 0.47098
oI -0.06084 0.20066 0.26222 0.20069 -0.01959
HH -0.06481 0.01873 0.01306 0.08474 0.00856 0.28129
weF' 0.20017 0.11842 0.04933 0.03416 0.22622 -0.00864

~ workers only (832 observations)
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3. ML-estimates of Parametric Models

ML-estimates for several parametric models are mentioned in table 4.
For comparison, we have presented the results for the no correlation case
(a12-0) in the left column. This yields the OLS estimatea for the wege
equation and the probit ML estimatea for the participation equation. Results
for the 'prototype' model (1) through (5) are in the second column. We
experimented with different lists of regressors, including producta end
transformations of those introduced in section 2. Results in the table are
those based upon the regressors which were finally retained. To be able to
compare the results with models in later sections, the normalization is that
tiie slope coefficient oP the continuous regressor log(OI) in the
participation equation is set equal to one. This replaces the more common
normalization a1-1. With the usual normalisation 61-1, the ccefficient of
log(OI) is positive but insignificant. This explains the small t-values of
all pij-s with our normalisation. The parameters corresponding to the d1-1
normalaisation, are pij~61. Their t-values for model 1 are given in
parentheses. Those for model 2 are quite similar. Variablea like NCH and
DCH6 are strongly significant.

The systematic part of the wage equation is a second order polynomiel
in age and education level.2) The participation equation contains, apart
from the original regressors, the product of log(OI) and EDLF. The
regressors chosen here will be used throughout the paper, although in
principle the test on adequacy of the systematic part should be repeated in
a more general setting if the prototype model is rejected.

The restriction a12-0 ia rejected by a t-test for p(Eli'E21)-0 on the
lOz level, but accepted on the (two-sided) 5X level. A likelihood ratio test
leads to rejection at both levels. Somewhat surprisingly, we find a negative
value of di2. Interpreting the participation equation as a reduced form
equation from which the wage has been eliminated, we would have expected a
positive sign.

Since education and age are represented through many regressors, it
is hard to interpret the slope coefficients. To understand the implications
of the estimates for the wage effects, we present table 5. This table
contains the estimated ceteris paribus effects of a change in education
level or age (i.e. potential labour market experience) on the log wage rate,
together with corresponding standard errors. These effects being linear
combinations of the components of S2, the numbers in this table immediately
follow from the estimates and their estimated covariance matrix.



The first row, for example, indicates the following: The
estimated ceteria paribus difference between the log wege of a 30 years old
female with education level 3 and a 30 years old female with education level
1 is 0.118, with standard error 0.039. Ceteris paríbus here means that age
levels as well as error terms of the two females are identical. The
difference between two females of education level 2, one 35 yeara old, the
other 25 years old, is estimated to be 0.092 (standard error: 0.025). The
estimated effects correspond to what is uauslly found using cross-section
data: the wage rate increases with education level. It increases with
potential experience for young people, but tends to decrease alightly
for older females. This may represent a cohort effect rather than an
individual effect. The relative wage growth with age is strongest for those
with highest education levels.

Differences between the estimated age and education effects between
specifications I and II are small. Standard errors are also quite similar,
and (two sided 80 or 90X) confidence intervals for the effects overlap in
all cases. We conclude that taking account of selectivity in the standard
way does not have a substantial impact on the estimated wage equation, even
though several tests suggest that there is significant correlation between
the two equations.

The last two columns of table 4 refer to extensions of the prototype
model allowing for exponential heteroskedasticity: (5) is replaced by:

(Eli'E2i)~~xi - H(O.F(xi)).

61(xi) Pol(xi)o2(xi)
- pol(xi)o2(xi) o2(xi)i(xi) 2

o1(xi) - o1exP(xiél). o2(xi) - o2eXPíxlir2).

(8)

(9)

Here xi and xli denote the regressors xi and x1i without the constant term.
Heteroskedasticity in each equation thus depends on the regresaora in the
same equation. In model 3, we only allow for heteroskedasticity in the wage
equation (g1-0). Model 4 imposes no restrictions on r1 or y2.

According to likelihood ratio tests, model 2 i s rejected in favour of
model 3, and model 3 is rejected against model 4. The significance levels of
the ~r2j-s are strong signs of heteroskedasticity in the wage equation.
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Table 4: Estimation results parametric models
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
par t-val par t-val par t-val par t-val

wage equation
constant 2.2210 9.12 2.1729 8.92 1.9047 7.93 1.8582 7.70
EDLF -0.1262 -1.72 -0.1284 -1.70 -0.1395 -1.69 -0.1369 -1.66
AGEF o.0320 2.64 0.0369 z.94 0.0545 4.24 0.0568 4.36
EDLF2 0.0305 2.94 0.0291 2.79 0.0289 2.66 0.0291 2.68AGEF2 -0.0004 -2.80 -0.0005 -3.~ -O.ooo7 -4.21 -0.0007 -4.28
EDLF'AGEF o.0021 1.49 o.00z1 1.49 0.0021 1.41 0.0020 1.35
a2 0.3297 69.81 0.3317 52.19 0.1281 2.38 0.1232 2.35
participation equation
const 0.0995 0.01(o.oi)'-o.6932 -o.i0 -0.5241 -0.08 -7.oi98 -2.00EDLF 2.7152 1.46(0.85) 2.0975 1.78 1.8644 1.67 0.7491 0.40AGEF 0.3353 0.59(1.96) o.z713 0.75 0.2471 0.77 0.5391 0.80EDLF2 0.2339 0.67(1.56) 0.1839 0.85 0.1772 0.89 0.1778 0.75AGEF2 -0.0069 -0.64(3.12) -0.0055 -O.Sz -0.0051 -0.85 -0.0103 -0.83EDLF'AGEF -0.0153 -0.44(0.78) -0.0129 -0.53 -0.0133 -0.57 0.0272 0.80log(oI) 1 (0.71) 1 1 1
log(HH) -2.5704 -0.65(2.67) -2.zo4o -0.85 -2.1627 -0.89 -1.4542 -0.79
NcH -1.4015 -0.66(7.61) -1.1475 -0.86 -i.io49 -0.91 -1.4895 -0.83DcH6 -3.8992 -0.66(10.1) -3.0170 -0.87 -z.8353 -0.92 -1.8483 -0.83
log(oi)'EDLF-o.2869 -1.30(0.53) -0.2174 -1.00 -0.1840 -0.80 -0.2318 -1.05
al 4.6716 0.66 3.6834 0.87 3.5074 0.92 0.4157 0.30

P(eii.e2i) o -0.1758 -1.87 -o.z845 -z.84 -0.3840 -3.91
Heteroskedasticity in E :
EDLF 0 2 0 -0.4540 -3.79 -0.4505 -3.71AGEF o 0 0.0818 4.15 0.0833 4.16EDLFZ o 0 0.0235 1.37 0.0234 1.35aGEF2 0 0 -0.0012 -4.54 -O.ooiz -4.57EDLF"AGEF 0 0 0.0067 2.67 0.0068 2.66
Heteroskedasticity in e :
EDLF o i o 0 0.7684 0.63
AGEF 0 0 0 0.0686 1.09
EDLF2 0 0 0 0.0527 0.95AGEF'2 0 0 0 -0.0001 -0.16
EDLF'AGEF 0 0 0 -0.0089 -1.22
log(oI) o 0 0 0.3358 0.63
log(HH) 0 0 0 -0.6593 -1.90NCH 0 0 0 0.2268 2.58
DCH6 0 0 0 0.0113 0.04
log(OI)'EDLF 0 0 0 -0.0985 -0.48
log likelihood: -1370.15 -1368.11 -1340.02 -1318.90

Explanation-
model 1: (1)-(5) with restriction o12-0;
model 2: (1)-(5);
model 3: generalization oF model ( 1)-(5) with exponential heteroskedasticity

in wage equation;
model 4: generalization of model ( 1)-(5) with exponential heteroskedasticity

in L~th equations;
': absolute t-values with normalization o1-1.



Table 5: Effects on the log wage rate; parametric ~odels
(standard errors in parentheses)

education effects age effecta
Model 1:
EDLF:i-~3; AGEF-3o: 0.1182 (0.0386) EDLF-2; AGEF: 25~35: O.o922 (0.0254)EDLF:i-~3; aGEF-So: 0.2024 (0.0527) EDLF-4; AGEF: 25-~35: G.1343 (G.o337)EDLF:3-~5; AGEF-3o: 0.3626 (0.0663) EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0873 (0.0468)
EDLF:3-~5; AGEF-SO: 0.4468 (0.0713) EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0452 (0.0503)
Model 2-
EDLF:1~3; AGfiF-30: 0.1034 (0.0433) EDLF-2; AGEF: 25-~35: 0.1125 (G.0274)
EDLF:ia3: AGEF-50: 0.1882 (0.0544) EDLFz4; AGEF: z5-~35: o.i548 (0.0363)EDLF:3-i5; AGEF-30: 0.3365 (0.0674) EDLF-2; aGEF: 45-~55:-0.0870 (0.0475)
EDLF:3~5; AGEF-5o: 0.4213 (0.0718) EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0446 (0.0506)

Model
EDLF:1~3; AGEF-3o: 0.0756 (0.0505) EDLF-2; AGSF: 25-~35: o.ióo7 (0.0282)
EDLF:i-~3; AGEF-5o: 0.1580 (0.0675) EDLF-4; AGEF: 25~35: o.2oi9 (0.0343)
EDLF:3~5; AGEFz3o: 0.3066 (O.o6o4) EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.1229 (0.0508)
EDLF:3-i5; AGEF-5o: 0.3890 (0.0801) EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0817 (0.0546)

Model 4:
EDLF:1~3; AGEF-3o: 0.0763 (0.0497) EDLF-2; AGEF: 25~35: G.1701 (0.0289)
EDLF:i-~3; AGEF.So: 0.1544 (0.0670) EDLF-4; AGEF: 25-~35: 0.2091 (0.0347)
EDLF:3~5; AGEF-3o: 0.3095 (0.0601) EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-o.lzio (0.0506)
EDLF:3-i5; AGEF-50: 0.3875 (0.0800) EDLF-4; AGEF: 45~55:-0.0819 (0.0546)

In the participation equation, the error increasea significsntly with
the number of children. Since this is the varience of a latent variable of
unidentified scale, heteroskedasticity suggests that the single index probit
specification of the participation probability dces not fit the data. Note
that the negative correlation ccefficient and ita significance level
increase the more we allow for heteroskedasticity.

To interpret the slope parameters in the wage equation, we again turn
to table 5. Differencea between model 3 and model 2 are much more
substantial than those between modela 1 and 2. Confidence intervals for the
effects of interest according to models 2 and 3 still overlap, however. The
signs of the effects remain unchanged. Moat of the atandard errors increase.
The results for model 4 are quite similar to those for model 3.

So far we have focused on estimates of g2, the paremeter vector of
main interest. To get some insight in the estimates of the participation
equation, we have drawn figure 1. It contains, for all observations, the
estimated participation probabilities for models 2(horizontal axis) and IV
(vertical axis). Not all points are near the 450 line, so indeed differences
between predicted probabilities of the two models exist. Similar figures
comparing models 1, 2 and 3 show that participation probabilities according
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to these three models are virtuslly identical. Figure 1 elso ahowa that
predicted probabilities are quite well spread out between zero and one.

For the four parametric models discussed above, aeveral chi-squared
goodness of fit tests as developed by Andrews (1989) were performed. The
tests are based upon classifying observationa into cells and comparing
estimated cell probabilities (conditional on the covariates) with semple
probabilities. We uaed partitions which are products of partitions of the
range of endogenous variables Y and the range of the exogenous variablea X.
1~vo partitions of Y were used. The first one just dividea into participants
and non-participants (2 cells). The intuition is that if this test leads to
rejection, misspecification is probably situated in the participation
equation. The second partition (5 cells) further distinguishes participants
according to the normalized residual u2i-(log wi- xiá2)~á2(xi), using the
intervals (-m,-0.6~], (-0.6Ï,0], (U,0.6~], and (0.6~,m), which, under the
null of no misspecificnci~in, hnve equal prcibr~bility lf a12-0. These were
combined with ~ partitions of X, based on zero, one, or two of the exogenous
variables. See table 6 for details.

Because we use ML, the test atatiatica can be obtained as the
explained sum of squares of OLS of a vector (1,...,1)'ERN on the vectors of
scores and the vectors of differences between predicted and sample
probabilities for each of the cells. Under the null of no misspecification,
the test statistics follow a XZ distribution, wíth (NC(Y)-1)xNC(X) degrees
of freedom, where NC(Y) and NC(X) are the numbers of cells in the partitions
of Y and X, respectively.

Results are mentioned in table 6. The firat partition of Y in most
cases leads to accepting the (selection part of the) model at the 5X level.
There is not much difference between the four specifications. Model 4 dces
better if X is partitioned according to NCH. This corresponda to the finding
that, according to table 4, NCH contributes significantly to
heteroskedasticity in the participation equation.

On the other hand, the partition of Y into five cells without
exception leads to rejection of each model at the lx level. Allowing for
heteroskedasticity tends to decrease the values of the test statistic, but
misspecificetion remains significant. The fact that thia is already the case
if X is not partitioned, suggests that the main misspecification is not in
the systematic part but in the assumed conditional normality of the errors.

It thus seems to be worthwile to embed the normal distribution in a
more general class of distributions, allowing for example for skewness and
leptokurtic behaviour of eli~xi. Parametric families of áistributions have



been deaigned for this goal end applied in the literature (for example
Vijverberg, 1991, Ruud, 1984). Lagrange multiplier type tests can be used to
test whether the extension is worthwile (Cheaher and Irish, 1987, Bera et
al., 1984). In the next section, we follow a somewhat different approach,
avoiding that the reaulta depend upon the specific parametric extension of
the normal distribution considered.

Table 6: Chi-squared diagnostics; parasetric sndels

Partition of Y in 2 cells:
part. of X Df model 1 model 2 model model 4 5X cr vel iz cr val3
-- 1 6.86 3.93 2.23 4.80 3.84 6.63
EDLF 4 7.59 5.31 3.58 9.98 9.49 i3.28AGEF 3 9.74 6.54 5.33 6.72 7.81 11.34
oI 4 9.80 6.45 5.10 7.73 9.49 13.28
~ 3 7.69 4.39 2.57 4.89 7.81 11.34
NcH 4 13.98 11.53 i0.88 8.31 9.49 13.28
EDLF, AGEF 4 9.21 6.13 4.66 8.89 9.49 13.28
Partition of Y in 5 cells:
part. of X Df model 1 model 2 model 3 model 4 5x cr val lx cr val

-- 4 47.09 45.04 31.24 34.51 9.49 i3.28
EDLF i6 68.26 73.28 56.22 63.37 z6.3o 34.27
AGEF iz 73.54 91.11 87.58 81.53 u.03 26.22
ol 16 9z.3z 89.68 70.07 72.00 z6.3o 34.27
tni 12 54.60 50.18 39.11 40.37 21.03 26.22
NcH 16 94.02 74.59 55.85 52.48 26.30 34.27
EDLF, AGEF i6 73.54 80.29 50.43 54.54 z6.3o 34.z7
Explanation:
partitions of Y: see text;
partitions of X: EDLF: 1,2,3.)4; AGEF: 20-29. 30-39. 40-55; OI: l 600, 600-
9~. 9~-1200, ) 1200; HH:-2o-37, 37-42, ) 42; NCH: 0,1,2,)3; EDLF, AGEF:
EDLF(2 va EDLF)2 and AGEF~37 vs AGEF)37. -

4. Semi-nonparaoetric Estimators

The remainder of this paper focuses on estimators which are conaistent
for p2 (end pi) under more general assumptions than (5) or (8)-(9). In this
section, we closely follow the approach of Gallant and Nychka (1987), who
present the selectivity model as one of their main examples. We first
consider the homoskedastic case and replace (5) by (10)-(il):

(Eli'E2i) is independent of xi, (10)

(Eli'E2i) follows a continuous distribution with density fEH. (11)
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Here H is some clasa oF (bivariate) densities satisfying 'mild regularity
conditions'. See Gallant and Nychka (1987, P. 387) for details. Ruled out
are densities with too violent oacillationa or too fat or too thin tails.
Any sort of skewness, kurtosis, etc. ia permitted.

The main idea is that any density in H cen be approximated by a
density in the set HK of densities of the form

K
h(ul.u2) -( F o~uluZ)2f(ul.ol)f(u2.a2).

k , ~C-O

with f(u,v)-(2rta2)-}exp{-}u2a-2}.
(12)

The matrix A with entries oci~ must be chosen such that the density
is proper (see below). The approximation can be made arbitrarily close (in
some appropriately chosen norm ~h~ on H) if K is chosen large enough. In
other words: The union of all HK-s (K-1,2,3,...) is e dense aubset of the
closure of H. This implies that, under additional regularity conditions
guaranteeing uniform convergence and identification, a consistent estimator
foc (Sl,g2) can be found by maximizing the likelihood over (pl,p2) and the
parameters (a~(k,.1-0,...,KN),al,a2) characterizing the element of the
finite dimensional space HK , provided that KN-~ with the number of

N
obaervations N. (Theorem 0 in Gallent and Nychka, 1987). Gallant and Nychka
prove that the additional regularity conditions are satisfied for the
selectivity mod~a.

An advantage of (12) compared to other series approximations is that
conditional, marginal and bivariate probabilitiea, conditional and marginal
moments, etc. can easily be computed using well-known formulas for the
truncated higher order moments of the univariate normal diatribution.
Another advantage is that, because of the squaring in (12), the density is
guaranteed to be nonnegative on R2 without impoaing restrictiona on A.
On the other hand, the number of terms to be computed for the likelihood
contribution per observation, increases with K4, so the computational burden
increases rapidly with growing K.

Note thet the (zero mean) bivariate normal distribution with v12-0 is
s special case of (12) (with a~-0 for (k,.l)~(0,0)). The bivariate normal
with 612~0 however, is not contained in (12). Correlation between el and e2
exists if certain a~-s are nonzero, but then the distribution is no longer
exactly normal. In principle it is possible to extend HK with bivariate
normal distributions, but this would lead to more intricate expressions



for the likelihood. The theory implies that there is no need to do this as
long es K is chosen large enough.

Some normalizations have to be added for practical ioplementation. We
use the following:

a. f f h(ul,u2)duldu2 - 1

This implies a restriction on the matrix A-{ }K The way toalc.i k,.~~0'
impose this, is to start with an improper density h' determined by

KA~~{oc~}k ~-0, with a~-1. Then compute cz f f h~(ul,u2)duldu2, and

choose a~.c-la~ (k,~C-O,...,K). A minor drawback of thia approach is
that ac~-0 is excluded.

b. Nonparametric identification of the model given by (1)-(4), (10) and
(11) requires a location restriction on (1) and ( 2) on either the
errors or the systematic parts. We therefore fix the constant terms in
the equations a prtort. This is easier than imposing restrictions on A
t0 guaTantee E{(E1,E2)}-O.

c. To normalize the scale of the participation equation, one of the slope
paremeters in p2 is set equal to one. This is eesier than imposing
restrictions on A to guarantee that V{e2}-1, and corresponds to the
normalization used in the other sections.

Normalizations b. and c. are different from those used by Gabler et al.
(1990), who apply the Callent and Nychka approach to a univariate binary
choice model. Their normalization seems less convenient, since constraints
on A have to be imposed, and various cases have to be distinguished,
according to whether or not some of the a~-s are zero.

Estimation results for aome examples of Gallant-Nychka type models are
presented in table ~. The models all have KC4 and differ with respect to
zero restrictions on A. In model 5, K-1, and the number of parameters to be
estimated is the same as in the prototype model. In model 8, ell a~-s for
k.~C~4 are set equal to 0, and the other paremeters are not constrained. The
other two models are intermediate cases, in which more restrictions on the
a~-s are imposed, and in particular a less flexible distribution of e2i is
allowed for. Because of the binary choice nature of the participation
equation, a more flexible distribution of eli seems less important and less
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easy to identify in practice than a more flexible distribution of e2i.
Models 5, 6, 7 and 8 are sequentially nested with 19, 23, 26 and 30
parameters to be estimated, respectively. In each case, the constant terms
are set equal to their estimates for the prototype model (col. 2 in table
l~),

Standard errors are computed in the standard way for parametric
ML estimation, using the outer product of the scores. These are correct if
it is assumed that the constraints on the matrix A(including the choice of
a finite K) are correct. Likelihood ratio teats etc. should be interpreted
in the seme way. These suggest that model 8 is a significant improvement
over models 5, 6 and 7.

We have also estimated a generalized version of model 8 which allows
for exponentisl heteroskedasticity, in the same way as in section 3: Instead
of imposing independence of (eli,e2i) and xi, the conditional density of
(e11,E2~) is given by the fol]owinR genernlization of (12):

K
h(u1.u21xi) -( F ~uiu2)2f(ul.al(xi))f(u2.a2(xi)).k , ,~-0 (13)

with f(u,a) defined as in (12), and al(xi) and a2(xi) as in (9).
ML-estimation remains straightforward, but the computational burden

further increases. In table 8 we present the results for what we refer to as
model 9. Again, according to a traditional likelihood ratio test, the
improvement obtained by allowing for heteroskedasticity is significent.

Fducation and age effects for the five semi-nonparametric models.
are presented in table 9. Most of these are surprisingly similar to those of
the prototype model (panel 2 in table 5). In particular, the ceterís
paribus point estimates of the age differences according to the
heteroskedastic model 9, are more similar to those of the prototype model
than to those of the parametric models allowing for heteroskedasticity. Thus
the bias due to either ignoring heteroskedasticity or ignoring nonnormality
dces not seem to have a specific direction. In the heteroskedastic model 9,
the estimated effect of changing from medium to high education level seems
quite low and out of line with all other results. Standard errors of the
effects in table 9 tend to be smaller than those in table 5.

In figure 2, we have compared estimated participation probabilities
according to the semi-nonparametric models with those according to the
parametric models. Differences between various homoskedastic semi-
nonparametric estimates and differences with homoskedastic paremetric models



seem syste~atic but not very large, and much smaller than differences
arising when heteroskedasticity ia ellowed for.

In modela with independence between E1i and xi, the single index
specification implies that differences in predicted probabilities are due to
either differences in the estimate of p1 or to the estimated diatribution of

Eli' Figure 3 shows to what extent the latter ia responsible: It compares
estimatea of P{y1-1~z}, where z ia the single index x'p1, centered around
its value for the average observation, x'p1, where x ia the vector of
characteristica corresponding to the average values preaented in table 2.
Because all apecifications use the seme normalisation p16-1, no further
normalisation is required. For the Gallant-Nychka specifications, the
probabilities, which are marginal probabilities of E1, are easily computed
from (12). They are compared to those of the prototype model.

Figure 3 leads to the conclusion that the various semi-nonparametric
specifications imply similar shapes of P{y1-1~x'g1}, which is substantially
different from the symmetric shape implied by normality of the prototype
model. In particular, the distribution of e1i seems to be skewed to the
left. The figure also suggeats that most of the difference between the
predicted participation probabilities drawn in figure 2 is due to the
estimated distribution of e1i and not to the estimates of S1. A similar
figure can also be drawn for the model with heteroskedasticity, keeping
C1(x) constant at v1(x). The function appears to be quite aimilar to that of
model 8.

The eatimated bivariate densities of (E E) for the prototype modelli' 2i
and for some of the semi-nonparametric models are drawn in figure 4. Again,
the semi-nonparametric densities seem substantially different from the
normal one, whereas differences between various semi-nonparametric
specifications are not very large. Multi-modality might be an artificisl
consequence of the use of polynomiels, and disappears in model 8 if more
flexibility is added. Skewneas to the left of the distribution of e1i is
aimilar in all cases. Again, the curve for the heteroskedastic model 9, for
fixed values 61(x) and a2(x), appears to be aimilar to the homoskedastic
onea. The results oF fígures 3 and 4 thus suggest that there ie not much
reason to increase K or the number of a.~-s much further.

If we assume that the fixed choice of K and the restrictions on A are
correct, we can perform chi-squared diagnostic tests in the same (ML-based)
way as in section 3. In table 10, we present results for the case that the
endogenous variable is categorized into five cells, based upon y1i and the



normalized residual (yZi-x2is2)~áZ(x2i) for those with ylisl. Resulta can be
compared with those in the lower panel of table 6.

Considering the homoskedastic models 5 through 8, reaulta aeem quite
satiafactory: The chi-squared diagnoatics have a tendency to fall when model
flexibility is added, and for model 8, the null hypotheais of no
misspecification is accepted in all ceaea except one, auggesting that the
model is able to describe the data rather well. Thia conclusion, however, ia
overthrown by the results for the model with heteroakedeaticity: According
to a likelihood ratio test, heteroskedasticity is present, but on the other
hand, the chi-squared diagnostica lead to rejection of the extended model.
Note that the tests for models 8 and 9 use substantielly different
partitions, because of the use of normalized residuals, which, in case of
heteroskedasticity, depend on x through a2(x). Thus the power of the test
for model 9 may be larger than that for model 8. Obviously, it is a general
problem of these chi-squared diagnostics that results mqy strongly depend
upon the arbitrary choice of partitions. On the other hand, rejections of
one model with different tests are interrelated, since only the partition of
X is different. Once it is found that the test which dces not partition X
rejects, other rejections are to be expected.



Table 7: Estimation results semi-nonparametric models

waKe equation
conatant 2.1729
EDLF -0.1728 -2.97
AcEF 0.0228 4.77
EDLF~22 0.0293 3.24
AGEF~ -0.0004 -3.81
EDLF"AGEF 0.0035 2-99

Model 5
par t-val

Model 6 Model 7
par t-val par t-val

Model 8
par t-val

participation equation
const -0.6932
EDLF 2.6006 2.94
AGEF 0.1914 1.22
EDLFZ o.1226 1.46
AGEr~ -0.0038 -1.54
EDLF"AGEF -0.0092 -0.72
log(oI) 1
log(HH) -1.2897 -2.90
NCx -0.7658 -2.09
Dcx6 -2.0779 -2.31
iog(oI)'EDLF -0.3237 -3.14

error denaity parameters
ai 2.7355 z-31
a2 0.3408 43.40

a'(0,0) 1
a"(o,i) 1.1170 3.85
a"(o.2)
a"(o.3)
a'(o,4)
a"(i.o) -0.3752 -2.18
a'(i,i) -0.8530 -2.19
a"(1,2)
a"(1.3)
a'(2.o)
a'(2,1)
a"(2,2)
a'(3.o)
a'(3.1)
a"(4.0)

P(E1i'E2i) -0.042

log likelih: -1350.52

2.1729 2.1729
-0.1205 -2.30 -0.1195 -2.27
0.0351 7.99 0.0338 6.87
0.0223 2.72 0.0237 2.93
-0.0005 -5.37 -0.0005 -5.05
0.0031 2.62 0.0028 2.51

-0.6932 -0.6932
2.6936 2.61 2.4964 2.57
0.2498 1.24 0.2139 1.17
0.1174 1.28 0.1294 1.34
-0.0047 -1.47 -0.0043 -1.45
-0.0090 -0.62 -0.0063 -0.45
1 1
-1.3150 -2.48 -1.3318 -2.57
-o.9oi4 -1.86 -0.8888 -1.89
-2.2265 -2.01 -2.1311 -2.05
-0.3234 -2.86 -o.3zi2 -2.86

2.7727 2.05 3.3458 2.07
0.3423 36.14 0.3326 28.80
1 1

-2.4239 -2.04 -0.0453 -0.12
-1.3221 -1.80 0.4123 0.36

-1.3546 -1.09
-1.6505 -0.98

-1.0812 -1.30 -0.6321 -1.35
-0.2376 -0.97 -o.i145 -0.46
2.0182 1.36 1.0869 1.44
0.0540 0.64 -0.0128 -0.50
0.1672 0.90 0.0575 0.74

0.0059 0.64

-0.132 o.o2z
-1308.66 -1306.55

2.1729
-0.0897 -1.68
0.0452 9.94
0.oi91 2.39
-0.0006 -6.63
O.oo27 z.36

-0.6932
2.5330 2.72
0.2072 1.22
0.1211 1.35
-0.0039 -1.45
-0.0114 -0.76
1

-1.2892 -2.37
-0.8752 -1.88
-1.9630 -z.o1
-0.2970 -2.9z

2.8038 2.13
0.3356 15.66
1

-14.7039 -0.21
-2.6434 -0.15
1.4835 o.i917.5509 0.16

-5.5117 -0.209.0372 0.16
5.8805 0.19

-11.4482 -0.18
0.9995 0.14
0.3143 0.23
-1.7577 -0.17
0.0652 0.24
0.0289 0.17
-0.0176 -0.13
-0.265
-1293.70
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Table 8: Semi-nonparametric model with heteroskedasticity (Model 9):

slopes
par t-val

wage equation
constant 2.1729
EDLF 0.0000 -0.00
AcEF 0.0383 6.57
EDLF'2 -0.0106 -1.07
acEF2 -0.0005 -4.78
EDLF"AGEF o.0033 2.37

participation equation
const -0.6932
EDLF 1.2553 1.00
aoEF o.3456 1.37
EDLF2 0.1466 1.32
AcEF2 -0.0056 -1.52
EDLF"AGEF -0.0153 -0.93
log(OI) 1
log(HH) -2.1620 -2.56
NcH -0.9046 -1.83
DCH6 -1.8713 -1.83
log(OI)"EDLF -0.0890 -0.47

heteroskedasticity
t-val par

-o.183z -1.69
0.0380 1.78
-0.0086 -0.47
-0.0006 -2.14
0.0053 2.18

0.1998 0.43
o.i256 3.19
0.0668 2.68
-0.0018 -3-39
-0.0014 -0.36
0.6943 3.00
-0.4798 -3.23
-0.1214 -3.35
0.0661 0.94
-0.0631 -0.85

density parameters
par t-val

al 0.0287 0.66 a'(1,2)
a 0.2067 0.31 a"(1,3)
al(0,0) 1 a"(2,0)
oc"(o.l) -2.9668 -1.72 a`(2.1)
a"(o,2) 1.9973 0.79 a"(2.2)
a"(0,3) 0.0382 0.02 a"(3,o)
a"(0,4) -1.0188 -0.29 a"(3.1)
a'(1,0) -1.4871 -1.26 a"(4,0)
a"(1,1) 2.0880 1.07

par t-val
2.1026 1.12
-3.3178 -l.u
0.0731 0.53
0.1513 0.77
-0.4049 -0.75
o.oi89 0.59
0.0006 0.04
0.0003 0.45

P(E1i~E2i) 0.095

log líkelihood: -1260.04



Table 9: Effects on the log wage rate; seai-nonperaeetric ~odels
(standard errors in parentheses)

education effects
Model 5
EDLF:1-i3; AGEF-30:
EDLF:1~3: AGEFsSo:
EDLF:3~5; AGEF-30:
EDLF:3-~5; AGEF-50:

Model 6:
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-30:
EDLF:1~3; AGEFz50:
EDLF:3-i5; AGEF~3o:
EDLF:3-~5; AGEF-50:

Model
EDLF:1~3; AGEF-30:
EDLF:1-~3; AGEFz50:
EDLF:3~j; AGEFz30:
EDLF:3-~5; AGEF-50:

Model 8:
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-30:
EDLF:1~3; AGEFz50:
EDLF:3~5; AGEF-30:
EDLF:3~5; AGEFa50:

age effecta

0.0963 (0.0334) EDLFa2; AGEF: 25~35: G.0784 (0.0122)
0.2344 (0.0494) EDLF~4; AGEF: 25~35: 0.1475 (0.0297)
0.3310 (0.0577) EDLF-2; AGEF: 45~55:-0.0672 (0.0361)
0.4691 (0.0582) EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-~55: 0.0018 (0.0270)

o.i218 (0.0317) EDLF-2; AGEF: 25~35: 0.1104 (0.0118)
0.2449 (0.0522) EDLF-4; AGEF: 25~35: 0.1720 (0.0286)
0.2999 (O.o524) EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0909 (0.0372)
0.4230 (0.0524) EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0293 (0.0267)

0.1192 (0.0318) EDLF-2; ACEF: 25~35: 0.1072 (0.012z)
0.2314 (0.0485) EDLF-4; AGEF: 25-~35: 0.1633 (0.0286)
0.3092 (0.0528) EDLF-2; AGEF: 45~55:-0.0841 (0.0362)
0.4213 (0.0523) EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-i55:-o.0281 (0.0292)

0.1349 (0.0331) EDLF-2; AGEF: 25-~35: 0.1368 (0.0126)
0.2424 (0.0498) EDLF-4; AGEF: 25-~35: 0.1906 (0.0290)
0.2879 (0.0508) EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.1094 (0.0366)
0.3954 (0.0506) EDLFs4; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0557 (0.0283)

Model 9 (with heteroakedasticity):
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-30: 0.1132 (0.0359) EDLFs2; AGEF: 25~35: 0.1255 (0.0177)
EDLF:1~3; AGEFsSo: 0.2452 (0.0656) EDLFs4; AGEF: 25~35: 0.1915 (0.0366)
EDLF:3-i5: AGEF-30: 0.0283 (0.0628) EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.o9oi (0.0419)
EDLF:3-i5: AGEF-50: 0.1604 (0.0697) EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0241 (0.0287)

Table 10: Chi-squared diagnostics semi-nonparametric models

Partition of Y in 5 cells:
model

part. of X Df 5 6
-- 4 21.08 7.36
EDLF 16 37.53 27.57
AGEF 12 38.50 36.31
ol 16 136.27 46.70
FDi 12 39.11 14.22
NCH 16 65.06 44.80
EDLF, AGEF 16 40.57 36.81

critical value
7 8 9 5X iX

10.10 4.98 20.11 9.49 13.28
27.49 25.09 41.00 26.30 34.27
43.26 21.01 39.71 21.03 26.22
52.55 35.16 32.20 26.30 34.27
18.63 20.17 32.13 21.03 26.22
51.02 25.89 46.18 26.30 34.27
35.71 26.52 36.66 26.30 34.27

Explanation: see table 6 in section 3.
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5. i~ro-step estimation methods

In this section we consider a two-step estimator proposed by Ahn and
Powell (1992) end a two-step estimator together with an efficient Gl~l
eatimator proposed by Newey (1991). The firat step conaista of estimating
a participation equation. In the second step, the results of the firat step
are used to construct a correction term for selectivity in the wage
equation, and the wage equation ia estimated, using obaervations with
observed wage only. We shall first discuss the first step reaulta.

Participation equation

A semi-parametric generalisation of the participation equation given
by (1), (3) and (5) is given by the single index model

P{y1-1Ix} - G(x~Pl) (14)

Here G i s some unknown continuous function (not necessarily
increasing). For this model, Klein and Spady (1993) have introduced an
asymptotically normal consistent estimator for gl, attaining the semi-
parametric efficiency bound. The estimator pl is obtained by maximizing the
(estimated) quasi-log-likelihood, given by

Q(b1:GN) a (lIN)Fi.1CYliloB(~(xibl)) ~ (1-Yli)log(1-GN(xibl)). (15)

where GN is a nonparametric estimate of E{yllx}. GN is conatructed as
follows. Let PN denote the sample frequency estimator for E{yl};

-1 N
PN - N ~i-lyli' (16)

Let fN(.Iyl) be the density estimates for x'bl, conditional on y, given by1

fN(zIY1-1) - F~-1y1jK((z-xfbl)IhN)~(hNNPN),
(17)

fN(zIY1-0) - F~-1(1-Y1j)K((z-x~bi)Iht,~)~(hNN(1-PN)).

with Kernel function K and bandwidth hN. Then GN(z) is given by

GN(z) - PNfN(zlYl'1)ILPNfN(zIY1-1).(1-PN)fN(zIY1-G}]. (18)
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We made use of the Kernel K(z) -;(3-z2)p(z), with p(z) the atandard normal
density. Note that GN dependa on bl. For simplicity, thia dependence is
suppresaed in the notation. For given bl, (3N ia a natural nonparametric
estimator of E{yl~x}-P{y1-1~x'bl}, based upon Bayes' rule.

Eatimation reaults are mentioned in table 11. The aigna of the
parareters coincide with those in the parametric and semi-nonparametric
models, but aome of the estimates seem aubstentially different.
Surprisingly, the t-values are generally higher than according to the
earlier estimates. In figure 5a, Klein-Spady eatimates of P{y1-1~x'pl} as a
function of x'pl, are compared to the eatimates according to the most
general semi-nonparametric model for the same magnitudes. Figure 5b compares
predicted participation probabilities according to the two models. The
differencea do not seem that large, in spite of the differencea in the
estimates for gl.

Instead of starting from the semi-paremetric participation equation
(14), it is even more general to estimate the participation probabilities
P{y1-1~x}sE{yl~x} nonparametrically. For this purpose, we use the Kernel
regression estimator suggested by Bierens (1987), which allows for the
presence of discrete variables in x(aee also Ahn and Powell (1992) for
details).

In figure 6, the nonparemetric estimates gi of P{y1i31~xi} are
compared with semi-nonparametric and Klein-Spady estimates. Differences
are now substantial. Some of the predictions are below zero or larger than
one. This is due to the use of a higher order kernel. Obviously, the
nonparametric estimates may be much leas precise than the semiparametric
ones, because x is 7-dimensional (squares and cross producta having been
omitted). Experimenting with other amoothnesa parameters did not lead to
more satisfactory results.

Table 11: Klein-Spady estimates participation equation (hN-1.8)

par t-val par t-val

EDLF 2.1536 2.35 1og(oI) 1
AGEF 0.4164 3.92 1og(HH) -1.4950 -2.05
EDLE'- 0.2082 2.09 NCH -1.0701 -7.19
AGEF2 -0.0075 -4.71 DCH6 -2.9506 -5.34
EDLFiAGEF -0.0050 -0.37 log(OI)REDLF -0.3117 -2.23
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Wage equation

If we assume that ( 1) -(4) remain valid, and replace (5) by the
weaker assumption that (Eli,e2i) is independent from xi, then the following
generalisation of (6) remains valid:

E(Y2iIYli-1. xi} - xZiP2 ~ H(xipl) (19)

where u i s now some unknown function. This is the basis for the estimators
introduced by Newey (1991). We first discuss his consistent, but
inefficient, two-step estimator. Newey assumes that pl is estimated in the
first step by some ~n-consistent and asymptotically normal estimator, such
as that of Klein and Spady (1993). This results in estimates vi a xipl' The
unknown function p can then approximated by a polynomial, such es u(z) L
~k-1~zk-1, where K is allowed to grow with the sample size. For given K,
the parameter vector S2, together with the ak-s appearing in the series
approximation, is then estimated by Ordinary Least Squares. Newey (1991)
shows that this procedure results in a consistent and asymptotically normal
estimator for p2. He also presents a consistent estimator for the asymptotic
covariance matrix, which can be calculated quite fast.

In addition to the two-step estimator, Newey ( 1991) also proposes an
efficient GMNI-estimator. Let vi-xipl, and ui-e2i-y.(vi). From ( 19), we have

E{uilYli-1. xi} - 0. (20)

Thus ui is uncorrelated with ac~y vector of functions a(xi) in the selected
sample:

E{Yli~a(xi)-E~a(xi)IYli-l.vi)~~E2i-R(vi)~} - 0. (21)

Newey (1991) subsequently uses the stronger moment restrictions, that for
every vector of functions mi-m(e23,vi):

E{Yli~a(xi)-E(a(xi)IY1i-1.vi~)~m(E2i'vi)-ECmilYli-l.vi~~~} ' 0. (22)

These restrictions follow from the fact that the conditional distribution of
e21 given selection and xi, depends only on vi, which is implied by the
assumption of independence between (eli,e2i) and xi. M assumption that the
moments exist has to be added.



For given choices for the vector functiona e and m, (22) cen be used
in a C;Ma! estimation procedure. An optimal choice for a(xi) and m(E2i,vi) can
be based on the acore functions of e2i and vi, using the conditional
distribution of E2i given vi. This results in a(xi) - xi, but m(e2i,vi)
would depend upon the unknown score functions. To avoid this problea, Newey
(1991) suggests to choose a(xi) ~ xi, and for m a vector of general
approximating functions. Let m-(m1,...,mJ)'. Newey (1991) auggeata to use

mj(E2i.vi:ë) z TC(E2i-uE)IoE]xjtC(~i-u~)Io~]~j. j-1,...,J, (23)

with y-(y.E,6E,uv,ov)' containing location and scale parameters of 62i and
vi, and (xj,aj) (j-1,...,J) distinct pairs of nonnegative integers, with
xj~0. The dimension of m, J, is allowed to grow with the sample size. We
used T(x) - x.

In constructing the sample analogs of (22), for given a(xi) and
m(E2i,vi), the conditional expectations E[a(xi)lyli-l,vi] and
E[milyli-l,vi] are replaced by nonparametric estimates. This can be
accomplished by regressing a(xi) and mi on vik-1, k-1,...,K, using only the
observations with yli-1. g2 can then be estimated by the Generalized Method
of Moments, using the constructed sample moments, and en optimal weighting
matrix. This results in a consistent and asymptotically normal, efficient
estimator. Alternatively, one can perform a single step in the Newton-
Raphson iteration algorithm of the GFA! procedure, using the consistent two-
step eatimator as starting point. If the gradient and hessian are calculated
on the basis of the optimal weighting matrix, again a consistent,
asymptotically normal and efficient estimator results. The latter approach
has been followed here.

The eatimator introduced by Ahn and Powell (1992) dces not impose the
single index structure of the participation decision. The participation
probabilities gi-P{yli-l~xi} are estimated nonparametrically. The other
model assumptions can then be summarized as follows:

E{Y2i~ Yli-1. xi} ' xZiR2 4 B(8i) (2~)

Here 8 is an unknown function, assumed to be continuous. For gi and g.
J

approximately equal to each other, 9(gi)-9(gj) will be close to zero.
Therefore, by taking differences over observations one can get rid of the
unknown terms 8(gi). Ahn and Powell (1992) use this idea to conatruct the
following estimator for p2.
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-i~
RZ ' S~ Sxy .

with

N-1 N
Sxxx ~i-1 ~j-i.1 `~ij(x2i-x2j)(x21-x2j)~'

S : ~N-1 ~N- ~ (x -x )(Y Y ).xy i-1 j-iil ij 2i 2j 2i- 2j

(25)

where ui3 denotes s weight for the distance between the non-paremetric first
step estimates gi and g~. This weight can only be non-zero if both yli and
yl~ are non-zero. ui3 is constructed as follows:

oij - (1,h2N)K((gi-gj)(h2N)YliY13. (26)

with K some kernel function and h2N a bandwidth. We made use of the Kernel

K(z) - (21~64)[1-5z2t7z4-3z6). if z E [-5.57.

K(z) - 0, otherwise.

Ahn and Powell (1992) show that their estimator is consistent and
asymptotically normal. The estimator itself can be celculated within a
reasonable time, but calculation of the proposed estimator for the
asymptotic covariance matrix, using all the obaervations, requirea too much
computer time.3) Therefore, we estimated the asymptotic covariance matrix
neglecting the first-stage correction: Yli-gi was set equal to zero for all
observations; cf. Ahn and Powell (1992), Table 2. According to the outcomes
of this table, this way of calculating the standard errors might introduce a
downward bias.

Results of a number of two-step estimation procedures are preaented in
tables 12 (paremeter estimates) and 13 (cetería paribus effects on wage
rates). We focus on table 13. For comparison, we start with the parametric
Heckman (1979) two-step estimates (cf. section 1). The results are similar
to the ML results for the prototype model. The Newey (1991) two-step and (H~M
estimates are all based upon the same first step results in table 11. We
present results of the two-step estimates for various values of K, the
number of terms in the polynomiel approximating the correction term. Results
are hardly sensitive with respect to the choice of K. pn the other hand,
there are some substantial differences with earlier results. In particular,
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the effect of changing from low to medium education level, is now quite
large. Standard errors of the effects tend to be larger than in the
parametric end semi-nonparemetric models.

The GMM estimates atart from the Newey two-step eatimates wíth K~10
(model 14). Which moments are uaed depend upon the choice of (K~,a~) in
(23). Results for different choicea (models 14-16) are aomewhat similar.
Note however, for example, the different aignificence levela of the product
EDLF"AGEF. The effect of changing from low to medium education level remaina
large. Standard errors decrease with increasing number of moments. With many
momenta used, atandard errors are smaller than thoae of the two-step
estimates or those of the parametric models. They are of the same order of
magnitude as those of the semi-nonparametric estimates.

The estimation results of the Ahn-Powell estimator are not out of line
with the earlier results. The first two education effecta are more similar
to those of the parametric and semi-nonparemetric models then their Newey
equivalents. Comparing the calculated standard errors of the Ahn-Powell
estimator with, for instance, version IV of the semi-nonparametric
estimator, we see that the former are indeed quite low, as noticed possibly
due to s downward bias.
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Table 12: Estimation results wage equation two-step eatimators
model 10 model 11 model 12 model 13
par t-val par t-val par t-val par t-val

constant 2.1422 8.87
EDLF -0.1308 -1.77 0.0201 0.18 -0.0308 -0.25 -0.0505 -0.40AcEF o.0402 3.33 0.0490 3.43 0.0506 3.54 0.0523 3.71EnLF2 O.oz84 2.Si O.oi88 1.53 0.0215 1.69 0.0228 1.68AGEF2 -O.oooS -3.42 -0.0006 -3.52 -0.0006 -3.74 -O.ooo6 -3.89EDLF~AGEF o.oozi 1.48 0.0005 0.24 0.0013 0.59 0.0015 0.68
~(x~~i) -0.0941 -2.55

model 14 model 15 model 16 model 17
par t-val par t-val par t-val par t-val

EDLF -0.0486 -1.81 -0.0533 -2.94 -0.0505 -12.26 -0.1097 -2.07
AGEF o.0530 3.74 0.0501 5.28 0.0523 8.62 0.0338 4.04
EDLF2 0.0243 2.29 o.oi59 2.17 0.0227 5.76 0.0284 4.05
AcEF2 -O.ooo6 -3.55 -0.0007 -5.28 -O.ooo6 -8.06 -0.0005 -4.33
EDLF"AGEF O.oo12 0.78 0.0026 2.61 0.0015 2.40 0.ooi9 1.79

Explanetion-
model 10: Parametric two-step estimates (cf. section 1);
models i1-13: Newey two-step estimates; li: K-4, 12: K~7, 13: K~10;
models 14-16: Newey GMM estimates; Second step: KL10; Moments (cf. equation
(23)):

14: (xf,a~) - (1,0),(2,0),(1,1); 30 moments used;
15: (x~,a~) - (1,0),(2,0),(1,1),(2,1),(1,2),(3,0); 60 moments used;
i6: (x~.a~) - (l.0).(2.o).(i.i).(2.1).(i.2).(3.0).(4.0).(3,1),(2.2):

90 moments used;
model 17: Ahn-Powell; h1N- 3.0 (with M-14, Z1-.1,T2-.2,...,t7~.7); h2N- 0.4.



Table 13: Effects on the log wage rate; two-step estimtea
(stendard errors in parentheses)

education effects
Model 10: (Heckman)
EDLF:1-~3; aGEF-30: 0.0932 (0.0396)
F.DLF:i-~3; AGEF~5o: o.i783 (0.0570)
EDLF:3~5; AGEFs3o: 0.3202 (0.0634)
EDLF:3~j; AGEFs50: 0.4054 (0.0751)
Model 11: (Newey two-step, K-4)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF:3o: o.z19o (0.0675)
EDLF:1~3; AGEF-50: o.z379 (0.0726)
EDLF:3~5; AGEF-3o: 0.3697 (0.0604)
EDLF:3~5; AGEF-So: 0.3885 (0.0913)

age effecta

EDLF-z; AGEF: z5-~35: o.i251 (0.0265)
EDLF~4; aGEF: 25-~35: 0.1677 (0.0332)EDLF~2: AGEF: 45-j55:-0.0879 (0.0460)
EDLF.4; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0453 (0.0513)

EDLF-2; AGEF: 25a35: o.i528 (0.0354)
EDLF-4; AGEF: 25~35: o.i6z2 (0.0353)
EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0780 (0.0493)
EDLFz4; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0686 (0.0595)

Model 12: (Newey two-step, K-7)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-30: 0.1859 (0.0719)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-50: 0.2362 (0.0743)
EDLF:3~5: nGEF-30: 0.3580 (0.0660)
EDLF:3~5; AGEF-5o: 0.4083 (0.0940)

Model 13: (Newey two-step, K-10)
EDLF:1~3: AGEF-3o: 0.1713 (0.0762)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-5o: o.23ii (0.0762)
EDLF:3-~5: AGEF-30: 0.3538 (0.0759)
EDLF:3-~5; AGEF350: 0.4136 (0.0958)

Model 14: (Newey GMM, 30 moments)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEFs30: 0.1711 (G.0237)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-So: 0.2203 (0.0681)
EDLF:3-~5; AGEF-30: 0.3656 (0.0894)
EDLF:3~5; AGEF-5o: 0.4148 (0.0561)

Model 15: (Newey GMM, 60 moments)
EDLF:1~3; AGEF-3o: 0.1793 (0.0199)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-50: 0.2850 (0.0510)
EDLF:3-i5; AGEFz3o: 0.3069 (0.0578)
EDLF:3-~5; AGEF-50: 0.4125 (0.0404)

Model 16: (Newey GMM, 90 momenta)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-3o: 0.171 (0.0152)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-So: O.z325 (0.0356)
EDLF:3~5; AGEF-3o: 0.3529 (0.0328)
EDLF:3-~5; AGEF-50: 0.4138 (0.0259)

Model 17 (Ahn-Powell)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-3o: 0.1231 (0.0270)
EDLF:1-~3; AGEF-5o: 0.1999 (0.0441)
EDLF:3-~5; AGEF-3o: 0.3506 (O.o41z)
EDLF:3-~5: aGEF~50: 0.4273 (0.0547)

EDLF-2; AGEF: 25~35: o.i593 (0.0350)
EDLF-4; AGEF: 25~35: 0.1844 (0.0390)
EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0883 (0.0502)
EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0632 (0.0609)

EDLF-2; AGEF: 25-~35: o.i646 (0.0345)
EDLFz4; AGEF: 25-~35: 0.1945 (0.0415)EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0946 (0.0508)
EDLF-4; AGEF: 45~55:-0.0647 (0.0604)

EDLF-2; AGEF: z5-~35: 0.1652 (0.0308)
EDLFL4; AGEF: 25~35: 0.1899 (0.0410)
EDLF-2; AGEF: 45~55:-0.0941 (0.0496)
EDLF34; AGEF: 45~55:-0.0695 (0.0570)

EDLF-2; AGEF: 25-~35: o.iói8 (0.0228)
EDLF~4; AGEF: 25-~35: 0.2146 (0.0288)
EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0997 (0.0352)EDLF-4; AGEF: 45~55:-0.0469 (0.0383)

EDLF-2; AGEF: 25-i35: 0.1646 (0.G164)
EDLFz4; AGEF: 25~35: 0.1950 (0.0211)
EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~55:-0.0947 (0.0249)
EDLF-4; AGEF: 45~55:-0.0643 (0.0271)

EDLF-2; AGEF: 25-~35: 0.0986 (0.0161)
EDLF-4; AGEF: z5~35: o.i369 (0.0206)
EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~35:-0.0866 (0.0330)
EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-~35:-o.048z (0.0386)
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6. Single-equation estiaation

In this section we apply the single-equation estimator for multiple indicea
propoaed by Ichimura end Lee (1991) to the sample aelection model. We only
consider the observations with yli~l. The atarting point ia equation
(19). This is a single equation with two indices, xzi~2 end xi~l. The second
of these enters through the unknown function p. Equation ( 19) impliea

EI(Y2i- x21~2)~xi~l~ i K(xi~l)' (27)

For given values of pl and p2, one can estimate y,(xisl) using nonparametric
regresaion based on (27). We used the same kernel as in the second atep of
the Ahn-Powell procedure. This results, for given S1 and ~2, in estimates
j~(xisl). Substituting these into (19) is the basis for estimating both ~1
and p2 by nonlinear least squares. Ichimura and Lee (1991) show that this
procedure results in a consistent and asymptotically normal estimator for
(~i,~2)'. However, the estimator has the same drawback as the Ahn and Powell
two-step estimator: Although the estimates for (pi,g2)' can be calculated
within reasonable time, calculating the proposed estimate for the asymptotic
covariance matrix requires too much computer time.4) Therefore, we
calculated this estimator using a random sample of 400 observations from the
semple of 832 workers.

Table 14: Estimation results Ichimura-Lee single-equation eatimator
(model 18)

par t-val par t-val
Wage equation Participation eguation
EDLF -0.0962 -0.01 1.9277 0.0017
AcsF~? o.0619 0.07 0.3040 0.0035
EDLF'- 0.0372 O.o1 O.18o1 0.0030
Ac~ -0.0007 -0.07 -O.oo54 -0.0030
EDLF'rAGEF o.oool 0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0000
log(OI) 1
log(HH) -1.0244 -0.0056
NCH -0.9708 -0.0106
DCH6 -1.6701 -0.0069
log(OI)~EDLF -0.3136 -0.0010

Explanation: hN - 0.7.



Table 15: Effects on the log wage rate; Ichimura-I.ee eatisator
(standard errors in parentheses)

education effects age effects

EDLF:1-i3; AGE-3o: 0.1057 (3.5766) EDLF.2; AGEF: 25~35: 0.1731 (0.2009)
EDLF:1-i3; AGE-5o: 0.1060 (5.6646) EDLF-4; AGEF: 25~35: O.i733 (0.9630)
EDLF:3-~5; acE-3o: 0.4033 (8.2241) EDLF-2; AGEF: 45-~35:-0.1246 (z.4894)
EDLF:3~5; AGE~So: 0.4036 (6.1816) EDLF-4; AGEF: 45-~35:-o.i245 l3.4934)

Table 14 contains the estimation results. In Table 15 we present the
estimated education and age effects on the log wege rate. The paremeter
estimates are comparable with the earlier results, but the estimated
atandard errors show a drematic increase. This could be expected, sínce the
estimator only uses the subsample with yli-1. In particular, this implies,
that the parameters of the participation equation, which only enter through
the unknown x, are hard to identify. It is clear that the two step
eatimators, which do use the information on non-workera, are much more
efficient than the estimator considered here.

7. Evaluation and conclusions

The standard approach to estimate the sample selection model consists
of applying full information Maximum Likelihood. Thia will generally not
result in a consistent estimator, if the ímposed distributional esaumptions
are violated. One implication of this is the need to test the model
assumptions. If the model then appears to be misspecified, the next step
should be to use eatimators that are consistent under more general
assumptions.

We use the sample selection model to estimate a wage equation of
married females. We first estimate the model by ML, assuming that errors
are normally distributed, and allowing for heteroskedasticity of various
forms. On the basis of specification tests, such as chi-square diagnostics,
we reject both the standard specification of the semple selection model and
ita parametric extensiona considered.

We then apply semiparametric and semi-nonparametríc estimetion
techniques. First, we consider the semi-nonparametric approach of Gallant
and Nychka (1987). The idea is to approximate an arbitrary density of the
errors with some series approximation. Applications of this type of
estimator are still scarce. In practice, the estimation procedure boils down
to working with paremetric but very general families of error distributions.
Techniques for standard ML cen still be applied, although the computational



burden increases. Our results show that the approach indeed leads to
sensible outcomes. The estimated error densities are akewed and thua
nonnormal. Chí-square diagnostics improve and the most general homoskedastic
model is not rejected. It is somewhat puzzling that allowing for
heteroskedasticity significantly improves the likelihood, but also leada to
rejection of the model by chi-square diagnostics.

Next, we consider semiparametric estimators, generalizing the common
(parametric) Heckman two step estimator. The first step consiats of
estimating the participation equation. We conaider an efficient single index
estimator and a nonparametric Kernel estimator. We find substantiel
differences between participation probability predictions according to the
the various models. The second step conaists of eatimating the wage equation
uaing workers only, including a nonparsmetric correction term for
selectivity. The approach suggested by Ahn and Powell works reasonably well,
but computing consistent standard errors appeared to require far too much
computer time. The estimators suggested by Newey (1991) do not ahare thia
drawback.

Finally, we briefly look at a single equation estimator which flilly
discards information on non-workers, following Ichimura end Lee (1991). The
results are reasonable, but standard errora strongly increase. Again,
computing the covarience matrix of the eatimator appeared to involve a huge
amount of computer time.

The practical implications of all the wage equation eatimates are
compared by considering ceteris paribua effects of a change in education
level or potential experience. Figure 7 summarizes the results, presented in
tables 5, 9 and 13. The single equation eatimates are not presented, becauae
of the huge standard errors (cf. table 16). Figure 7 contains 90X confidence
intervals for each of the eight ceteris paribus effects considered,
according to seventeen different estimatora. Educatíon effecta correapond
rather well to each other, except for the semi-nonparametric model with
heteroskedasticity. The shortest intervals are those according to the Newey
GMM estimates based on 90 moments. Thia corresponds to the semiparametric
efficiency of this GMM estimator. The (homoskedastic) SNPML eatimatora might
be efficient under similar condítions, but yield somewhat larger intervals.

For the age effects, differencea are more substantiel, particularly
the difference between ages 25 and 35, for someone with EDLF-2. Intervals
according to the SNPML estimates are quite short here, and shorter than
those of the GMM estimates. The Ahn-Powell estimate is out of line with the
other two-step estimates.



Substantiel and significant differences between the various eatímates
thus sometimes exiat, but in general, differences are not dramatic. However,
conclusions have to be drawn with some care, due to the way ín which aome of
the atandard errora have been eatimated. This appliea to the Ahn-Powell snd
the Ichimura-Lee estimator, but also the standard errors of the SNPML
estimator are calculated conditional upon the number of terms in the
approximating series.

On the basis of this study, we want to choose between all the
eatimators that we have considered. Parametric estimatora are easiest to
compute, but may lead to misleading conclusions. In our example, figure 7
suggests this is hardly the case. The semi-nonparemetric estimators work
surprisingly well. Numerical optimization of the likelihood however requires
a substantial computational effort, and there is no guarantee that a global
likelihood maximum is found. The number of terms in the series approximation
that can be used in practice, remains limited. An advantage of the SNPML
approach is its general applicability. Heteroskedasticity can be taken into
account, for example, although it dces seem to incresse practical problems.

The Ahn-Powell estimator works well, but has the drawback that
computing consistent estimates of atandard errora is beyond computational
reach. The single equatíon estimator shares this drawback. Moreover, it is
quite inefficient, making too little use of available information in the
present case to be of practical value.

We prefer Newey's (1991) two-step eatimator and the CMM eatimator
based upon it. These are relatively easy to compute, and so are
corresponding standard errors. Except perhaps the first step, the estimation
steps involve familiar techniques, and the intuition behind the estimatora
is quite clear. Moreover, the GMM estimator attains the semiparametric
efficiency bound. Its only drawback is the choice of smoothneas paremeters
(the bandwidth in the first step, the number of terms in the aeriea
approximation in the second step, the moments to be used in the GMM step).
Thia however seems to be a common drawback of all the aemi- and semi-
nonparametric eatimators conaidered.

Some topics of future research remain. For inatance, it is of interest
to test for selectivity on the basis of the semi-parametric and semi-
nonparametric estimation procedures. In addition, it still remains to be
investigated what the asymptotic distribution of the Gallant-Nychka
estimator is, unconditional upon the number of terms in the approximating
series. This distribution might perhaps be derived by combining Gallant and
Nychka (1987) and Wung and Severini (1991), in which case the Gallant-Nychka
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approach will be asymptotically efficient, even in a semi-parametric aense.
Finally, the various estimators may be used and combined to obtain model
specificatíon tests, which, once applied, might give an even better insight
in the performance of the different approachea.

From an economic point of view, we must admit that comparing ceteria

paribus age and education effects is not the moat thrilling phenomenon of
interest. It should be realised however, that the aimple human capital wage
equation has numerous applications. The selectivity model in its aimple form
is the basis of many studies on wage differentials between, for example,
males and females, or whites end ethnic minoritiea (cf., for example,
Gunderson (1989) and Cain (1986)). Similar wage and participation equations
are used to analyze wage differentisls between union members and non-union
membera (see Lewis (1986), Heckman (1990)). Moreover, this type of wage
equations is often used as an auxiliary equation in a atructural labour
supply models, to account for the fact that wages of nonworkers are
unobserved (cf. Heckman and Killingsworth, 1986). Estimates of the wage
equation are then often obtained by consídering the selectivity model in a
first, preliminary, step. Moreover, many of the techniques discusaed here
seem to have straightforward extensions to more generel modela, in which,
for example, the wage plays an explicit role in the participation decision.
This study should help to convince the applied researcher that some of the
recently developed estimators can indeed be of practical value.
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Notes:

1) This is based on inverting the tax rules which map before tax female
earnings onto after tax female earnings. The Dutch income tax aystem is
characterised by separate filing. Since the sample only contains
females whose husbands work, the tax free amount ia the aeme for all
femalea. Moreover, kink points end marginal ratea are the same for all
females in the sample, with marginal rates varying from 0(tax free
bracket) to 70X.

2) We experimented with separate dummies for each of the education levels,
but this did not lead to significant improvement.

3) More than 24 hours CPU-time on a vnx-45oo machine.

4) More than 24 hours CPU-time on a vAx-4500 machine.
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Fxplanation-

Model 1: Model (1)-(5) with restriction a12-0;
2 : Model (1)-(5):
3: Generalization of model (1)-(5) with exponential

heteroskedasticity in wage equation;
4: Generalization of model (1)-(5) with exponential

heteroskedasticity in both equations;
5: Semi-nonparametric model I, cf, section 4;
6: Semi-nonparametric model II, cf. section 4;
7: Semi-nonparametric model III cf. section 4;
8: Semi-nonparametric model IV cf. section 4;
9: Semi-nonparametric model V cf. section 4;

10 : Parametric two-step approach;
11 : Newey two-step approach (K-4), cf. section 5;
12 : Newey two-step approach (K-~), cf. section 5;
13 : Newey two-step approach (K-10), cf. section 5;
14 : Newey G[~1 (30 moments), cf. section 5;
15 : Newey GMM (60 moments), cf. section 5;
16 : Newey GhAt (90 moments), cf. section 5.
1~ : Ahn-Powell, cf. section 5;
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